
The Belly Dancer®  
Nesting Platform  
Installation

 Warning:   Prior to starting, ensure unit is unplugged from electrical source
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To install The Belly Dancer® nesting platform you must first remove the existing standard 
Belly Dancer® platform. To do this first, remove the four screws attaching The Belly Dancer® 
platform to the flexible stabilizer legs at each corner. Use the provided hex wrench enclosed 
in the kit, save the detached screws for later use. Now, remove the three phillips head 
screws from the center of the acrylic platform. Finally, remove threaded standoffs from the 
bottom of acrylic platform, you may have to move them back-and-forth a few times to get 
them to release. Remove the standard acrylic platform.

Second, install the nesting platform onto the top of the Belly Dancer® 
and align the (3) holes at the center of the platform with the (3) holes 
on the top of the tilt assembly. Replace the (3) phillips head screws pre-
viously removed from the standard platform assembly. It typically works 
best to start all (3) screws first, then tighten them once the platform 
is aligned properly. Next, align the fitting at the top of the flexible legs 
with each corner of the nesting platform. Insert the hex head screw and 
thread into the fitting until the fitting below the platform has “seated” 
into the acrylic and is flush with the bottom of the platform. As you tight-
en the screw you will feel the fitting draw up into the acrylic. Repeat 
this process with all (4) corners. Finally, place the new larger silicone 
mat onto the nesting platform. Reconnect your Belly Dancer® unit to an 
electrical power source and you will be ready to run.
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